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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The question of how aurrent events should be·adapted 
to a school program. is still a subject or much discussion 
among educators today. The problem is greater in the 
1nte~ad1ata grades since many of the cutstanding_news items 
are a long way from their immediate needs or interests. 
However, with television now added to the· radio, movies, 
magazines, and newspapers, events and news ot all kinds are 
being portrayed tor all. Everyone.,. no matter· what his age, 
is seeing or hearing. news wheth$r he want$ to or not. 
It is· the purpose of this study to first determine 
what current events are readily known by. pupils of the 
sixth grade, and second to find out by what means they 
learned t~e events they know. 
It 1s hoped that this studyxnay reveal subject matter 
within the sixth grade interest, and thereby help toward 
developing a better current events program, and, also, 
that it will assist the school to play its part as a guide 
.. 
in the use of outside educational devices. 
-l-
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Much has been written on the subject. of curre.nt events. 
However, comparati~ely little pertains to the intermediate 
grade program. The writer will report and discuss only .. 
. . ' 
literature and research material th$t. concerns the subject 
of this study# except where reports and studies Of other 
grades have a common interest with the sixth grade .. 
The 11 tera.ture reported is concer;nad for the most part 
with subject matter which stresses the importance of current 
events in the middle grades, and suggestions of suitable 
current events mate-rial. Theses are reviewed in which 
surveys have been made th~t concern the study directlY.• 
.y 
In a chapter devoted to current events, Wesley says 
that current events are not necessarily suitable f'or pupils, 
since the most important are not always featured. Trends 
are current events.and al'e tied to Soci,al Studies. In the 
intermediate grildes, curl;'ent events are now taught, but the 
program is entirely.up to the. individual teacher. 
YEdgar Bruce Wesley, and Mary A. Adams. TeachinG Social 
Studies in El~mentarK School§., D. c. Heath and Co., . 
Boston, !9461 pp. 30 .-319. 
He stresses the need for teaching current events and 
says, "There can be no such entity as a good citizen of a 
. y' 
democracy who is ignorant of current events.u 
He emphasizes that in selecting current events, 
attention be given to grade level and the nature of current 
happenings. y 
Lindeman in 1948 wrote, nissues permeate the whole 
of life and hence should permeate the curriculum." The child 
bas to deal with issues so they should not be taboo, and 
Lindeman feels it is paramount for the teacher who is to 
guide an issue to search out the varieties of facts required 
in order to understand an issue. He lists the following 
topics, which certainly could be related to a current events 
program: 
1. Control of Monopolies, with emphasis on business 
versus government. 
2. Conservation of natural resource·s, where soil 
depletion can be ··seen even in the school yard 
3. Treatment of Minorities 
4. Maintaining and expanding civil rights 
5. Separation Church and State 
6. Degree of economic control which should or should 
not be exercised by government 
7. Isolationism versus acceptance and fulfillment of 
international commitments. 
He states that, "Children and youth should become 
1/Edgar Bruce Wesley and Mary A. Adams, op. cit., P• 310 
_g,/Eduard c. Lindeman, "Living Issues Belong in the Schools,n 
Educational Leadership (November, 1948), pp.. 67-73. 
3 
4 
acquainted with issues of this type at an early age." 
In order to include these topics it is obvious that 
Lindeman feels that currant affairs should have a largel' part 
tban is now allowed in most sdhool curriculums. y 
Along the same line, Lawrence, in an article on news 
events, states that, "All problems should be selected not for 
the emount of heat they generate, but for the activities which 
they provide in learning to 13-va effectively in.our democratic 
society." y 
Wesley · lists ten guideposts in selecting current world 
events as follows: (l) Suitability; (2) Scope; (3) Recency; 
{4) Utility; (5} Import; (6} Portent; (7) Urgency; (8) Nota• 
bility; (9) Continuity; (10) Reliability. He pl$ces special 
emphasis on the first and tenth. 
¥ Wolfson · advocates one .hour a day for current materials, 
and suggests transforming Social Studies into a course ~f 
Current Events~ He says, "'!he present should be the core, and 
if studied propex-ly the past will be studied and the classics 
will truly become contemporary literature." He cites a news 
event, "British Cruiser Sails to Honduras." and suggests the 
questions for study as to Why is it there! What is the 
1/Johli D. Lawrence, 11Teaohing Controversial Issues; It can 
Ire Done, 11 School and Society (November, 1949), p. 348. 
2/Fay M. Wesley, "Criteria for Selecting Current World 
EVents," Social Education (February, 1949), 13: 76-78. 
3/Martin Wolfson, "Present Is Core~" Journal of Education 
\February, 1949)$ PP• 50•52. 
5 
historical past? y. . 
Hahn mentioned three news e~ents that are typical of 
what is interesting to fifth graders. They are about the 
leopard that escaped from a zoo in Oklahoma, the rainmaker in 
New York, and Clara Barton and the Red Cross. 
These are just as suitable for discussion in the sixth 
grade~ and while the scope may be limited, they would serve 
to stimulate news interest in general. y . 
Dodwell concluded in l947 that~ ttstudies indicate 
that High School Seniors la'ok both knowledge and interest in 
things political, and that interest in suen things can be 
created, not alone in high schools, but among fourteen year 
old pupils in the Junior High Schools, thus proving that 
political interest can be cultivated in the classroom.tt 
-T.b.e writel'l believes that this is to some extent true of 
youngsters in the eleven and twelve year old group. 
. y 
Johnson in a service paper made an evaluation of 
Social Studies e~aroises for fifth grade and current events 
subjects were suggested as fo~lows: Amer~oa Today; Harvest~ 
ing Oysters; Experts See Coffee Scarce; Inland Waterways; 
l/EI1zaoetb M. Hahn, Exercises for Elaborate Thinking in 
Grade v, Unpublished Service Paper, Boston University. l950. 
YJ. K .. Dodwell, A Su~e1 of Vote Slaokipg ip Five Communi-
ties with Implications ?or the Soeial Stud'i.es CUrriculum, 
Unpublished Service· Paper, Boston Uni versi'ty, !9'47. · 
3/williemae Johnson, An Evaluation of Exercises in tne · 
Social Stp.diea Used in the bevelopment. ot 'Efabora te TFiinking 
f,or Fifth Grade, Unpublished Service Paper, Boston University, 
l950. . T • 
Nations to Celebrate United Nations Day; and The Highest 
Land, from an article that appeared in both Current Events 
arid The Weekly Reader, the publications for children. 
Under specific social studies lessons in finding 
questions for further study, suCh questions are suggested 
as: Riding on a Rubber Road; Paper Mills in New England; 
Pulp Mills in Maine; How to Build a Dam;. and story of Rubber. y . . . . 
McLendon believes that in determining a current 
events program the problem is: first,; the selection of avail= 
able and desirable raw materials; and second, the selection 
of the process for converting the materials into finiShed 
products. He suggests topics such as: Are Prices too High? 
Will Russia cooperate? Can We Build Mora and Better Houses? 
Who Will be Our Next President? Should Labor Organizations 
be Controlled? During·l946 and 1947 the question of help 
to Britain was a topic to induce fUrther study. 
He does not spa oify the grade, but 'infers that tb.ey 
should be started .. at a young age. y ·.·. . 
Lajoie, :tn a survey of interests of 100 fifth and 
sixth grade boys, found that several did read the newspaper 
and their interests were as follows: 16 read the advertise-
menta; 43, sports; 29, the. comics; and 14, headlines. The 
l/Jonathan Mctendon, "Tlle Crux of the Problem is Selection~" 
'J'oumal of Education (January 1948), PP• 10 ... 11. · · . 
2/A~ Lajoie, A Study of the Tastes and Interests in the 
Choice of Leisure Time Activities of a Re¥resentati ve droup 
ot Boys in the In£er.med1ate Grades, Unpub :tshed Service 
Paper, Boston Univers~ty, 1956. · 
6 
writer believes the last item probably is an indication of 
how few have a genuine interest in the news. Lajoie found 
~h~~ Popular Mechanics and Junior Mechanic.t were the maga .... 
zines most read by the group, and that books on adventure 
7 
and travel were the leading types of bookse In radio listen• 
ing, few.bothered to hear the news. Tbirty•two saw television 
frequently, a figure that undoubtedly would be higher today. 
While the above interests are what we might generally 
expect to find, the Writer believes that there are indica-
tions that some of the interests could be further Channeled 
to a better understanding of current topics. The interest 
in mechanics and travel is certainly in the field of current 
events. 
Since we are in a war period, it might be wall to heed 
'!/ the observations of Carr and Mallam~ As a result of a 
surve' ma~e in the New York schools 1n 19421 1t was con-
cluded that ·a study of contemporary wars does not become an 
appropriate and educational topic for children who are under 
13 ~ ars of age, and they say, tt'lbis may 1nd1oate that chil .... 
dren are sometimes introduc~d t-oo early into difficult., 
~l 
abst-ract, and complex sooisl concepts in elementary school." 
"Most boys and girls are aware of the world of conflict; 
they should also be made awal'e of the world of cooperation," 
lJWi'lliam i1. carr and Mary L. Mallam., "Effects of the World 
War on American Education," Review of Educational Research, 
~ebruary, 1945) 13# PP• 13•2 • 
y Ibid., P• 14 •. 
y 8 
says Kenworthy. 
He suggests as current subjects, the International Red 
Cross, and the International Postal Union~ as well as the 
story of the United Nations. He further mentions the current 
work of the Interna.tional Children's Emergency Fund, the Food 
. 
and Agricultural Orgs.nization~ s.nd the World Bealth Organ1-
zationlil 
Also, special attention can be given to Pan American 
Day, United Nations Week, and World Friendship Dayli> 'lhe 
anildren are learning woPld events on the radio, television, 
at the movies, and through conversation. ~erefora, the 
elementary school needs to assist in interpreting the present 
for them. y 
Kietner observes that children, without warning, 
Will be moved to speak about war, armies, taxes, and politics. 
He believes it is time we gave recognition to these occur-
rences. All the rest of civilized life makes deep impressions 
far earlier in life than we imagine~~> 
Many schools are meeting the challenge by downgrading 
studies in social science and the humanities. We must strive 
for aocial maturity and ~ducation for reality as early as the 
child indicates a desire to. learn and know. 
17Leonax-d s •. Kenworthy* "Developing World Minded Children, n 
~ildhood Education (October, .1950), ppe 77-81. 
!(Barnard Kietner, ttaur World as We S~e It," Childhood 
Education (November, 1950), PP• 123-125 •. 
9 
11 Lindahl comments on the various media of learning 
and says that we are not taking .full advantage of the many 
facilities. She continues, "The physical means of communi-
cation are greatly expanding our experiences through the 
easy dissemination of information ..... , but isn't this but 
moving us toward a passive form of entertainment which fails 
to stimulate mature thought and action." We should encourage 
- . 
children to read good magazines, and more than one newspaper, 
and to listen to more than one commentator. She expresses 
what the writer considers to be generally believed, that 
there are still too many poor radio programs, and parents 
and teacl:lers fail to encourage children to listen to the 
better programs. 
In commenting on the teaching of aurrent affairs, 
!I Anderson believes the s~ool should develop interest in 
them and that the study should not be a special course, but 
should be integrated with other.subjeots. Current events 
should qe used as a me~ns for developing in pupils the 
ability to think effectively about important issues., It is 
necessary .for schools to help acquire the habit of keeping 
regularly informed on current affairs. Pupils should be 
taught to make use of the various sources. He suggests the 
Relations of the UniteA States and Russia, but he has the 
!/Hannah M. Lindahl, "communication in 1950--Mature or 
Immature'ln Childhood Education (February, 1951), pp.252-255. 
S/Howard R., Anderson, "Techniques in Teaching CUrrant 
Affairs," School Life (November, 1946), 29:pp. 3-5. 
10 
higb. school and junior h~gh iri mind. However, wJ. th the radio 
and television, younger Children can grasp some of this 
situation. y 
Taylor says, "Give something besides war topics," and 
suggests the proposed Missouri Valley Authority; the Tennessee 
Valley Authority; proposed legislation for improvement of 
medical care; post.-war housing :project~; racial m1nCi>rit1es; 
as well as what is new in science and agriculture, or trans• 
portation, or control of pests. 
While it would be better to have radio at school, if that 
is not possible she would encourage the listening to such 
programs as the science hours 1 farm hours 1 and American Town 
Meeting. 
. . y 
A foreign point of view expressed by Parrott 
advocates the· use of holidays, like Armistice Day, or major 
speeChes by men like Smuts or Winant. In our country and 
years MaaArth~r's spee9h to Congress would be excellent for 
its geography, history, and current interest. 
~/ Richardson gave a current events ·.test in the spring 
of 1948, consisting of . ..fifty~seven questions based on news 
17Ethel May Taylor, "T-hat Current Events Class," Graae 
Teacher (November, 1945), P• ~64. · . ·. 
yF. w. Parrott, 11Incidental Approach in Primary School," 
New Era (June, 1947), PP• 139 .. 140" . 
yc. o. 
CUrrent News 
G.rade J1ev:e , 
1948. 
11 
events and personalities appearing in the news, covering a 
period of September 1947 to March 1948. Soma of his conclu-
sions were that those who prefer social studies as a subject 
had a batter all round knowledge of currant events; that 
boys received slightly higher news test averages than girls, 
but he added that the differences ware not statistically 
different since more boys prefe.r social studies than the 
girls; and, third~ that children as a group were not very 
well intor.med on the news as cov~red in his test. }/ 
Carle gave a current events test to 468 pupils in 
several communities. She concluded that: children were not 
well informed on all types of news; some child~en had an 
amazing amount of information about news itemsJ they were 
better informed on home~front than on war news; they knew 
about things that touched their own lives, such as shortages 
and war work; sensational news was known; only most 
publicized of public figures known; foreign policy beyond 
them; followed sports ,news with interest; knew about war 
equipment~ but not about battles and campaigns or strategic 
places of war;·most·familiar places and names were enemy 
capitals and leaders; boys and girls equal on home-front 
news; boys Wtderstood.war better;. and, finally~ children of 
this· age are not particularly ipterested in activities of a 
1 Ba~bara Carle~ The Interest and Knowledge of Fifth Grade 
1ldren Regarding :Worl! Affairs,. Unpublished Service 
Paper', ·Boston University, 1945. 
current events nature. 
The results in general do show that many aspects of 
current events are within the comprehension of 9 ... , 10-, 
and 11-year olds. 
12 
She also found news at the movies wall down on the list 
of interests, and that children do not listen to the radio 
for news. 
Cu.rrent events :rated low as a subject choice of study 
in school$ 
. . 11 
As for subject matter best known, Carla's survey 
showed the following questions were answered most ~:requently 
in this order: 
1. Roosevelt is president of the United States~ 
2. Black market is illegal buying and selling. 
3. Dewey is. presidential candidate. 
4. Horse racing banned. 
5. Need for war workers. 
6. Shortage of army and navy nurses. 
7. Ground forces are land soldierss 
8. B-29's longest range bomber. 
9. Tokyo capital of Japan. 
10. Retreat mea~ withdraw from enemy. 
11. Hirohito emperor of Japan •. 
12. Basketball growing New England sport. 
13. Chiang Kai-sbak is Chinese leader. 
14. Berlin eapital of Germany. 
15. Dewey Republican presidential candidate. 
16. Churchill British prima minister. 
17. Truman newly aleoted vice-president. 
18. Maine landing of German war spies. 
19. Post~war, after the war. 
20. London British capital. 
a ., Truman, vice-president. 
22. Progress of Philippine campaign. 
23. O.P.A,, government agency. 
l/ !S!a., P• 64. 
13 
24. Appointment of five-star general. 
25. Issue of peacetime military training. 
26. Von Rundstedt, German commander in West. 
27. Sinking of Tirpitz. 
28. Luftwaffe, German Air Force. 
29. Floods hinder Netherlands campaign. 
30. Moscow, capital of Russia. 
It is also interesting to note that MacArthur, allied 
Pacific leader; Admiral Nimitz, Commander of Pacific Fleet; 
and Eisenhower, Commander of Allied MilitaryForces, were 
subjects near the foot of th~ list of 65 questions given. 
All these names were very prominent in the news during the war. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
In pzaeparation for this survey a current events test 
was composed. consisting ot events and personalities that 
appeared in the news during the month of January 1951. 
The object was to have the events as recent as po~sible~ 
T.he following newspapers and periodicals were con-
sulted. besides radio broadcasts~ Television was referred 
to but littlet as it was assumed this would be a factor in 
the test anyway. 
The Boston HeX'ald 
The Boston Post 
The Boston Globe 
The Christian Science 
The New York Times 
Newsweek 
Life 
The Weekly Reader 
CU.rrent Events 
Monitor 
Prominence in the news was a principal consideration 
1n selection. Of course, scandals and ·crimes were discrimi-
nated against generally, except where they were of national 
-14<-. 
15 
importance~ such as tbe basketball a~rests, and the diamond 
smuggling. 
T.nere was a special ·selection of a few sports questions 
as it was tp.ought this might be a field of interest among 
pupils of this age, particularly the boyse Except for these. 
and one or two other ques tiona such as the one regarding 
Audubon~ no attempt was made to choose questions for the age 
level. All these questions figured p~minently 1n the news 
so that, for the most part~ they would have been selected 
anyway. 
The test was composed of fifty•one questions. It was 
only natural that many of them would be based on the Korean 
situation and other news of an international nature. Another 
survey without a wa~ going on might be more revealing. 
The test was given to l9e pupils of the sixth grade, 
most of whom were from Reading. a residential community of 
14,000 people in greater Boston. In .addition to answering 
each question, the pupils were asked to indioate how they 
learned each answer by writing in letters as follows: TV 
fol' television; R, radio; N, newspaper; S, school; H, home 
conversation; Of conversation; M, magazine; and Th for theatre. 
This last was added at the suggestion o~ one of the school 
principals. The testswere delivered personally to each 
school principal, and gone over in detail. A set of instruc-
tions was given to·~ach teacher by the principal as drawn 
16 
up by the writer. 
In the instruot1ons·the purpose of the test was ex ... 
plained, and it was requested that the test be given as soon 
as convenient. There was to be no pressure on any of the 
pupils taking the test. ~ey_were not to simply guess at a 
question~ but if they th~ght they knew they should answer. 
The teaoher was· to cheok especially and see that they 
answered part two of each question, showing how they got 
their anijwer. · A half hour was suggested as a time for the 
test, basad 0l'la tl'ial testing of a few pupils. The test 
was delivered on FebPQapY ninth with the request that it be 
gi van the following week before the vaoe. tion pa riod. The 
teachers cooperated and the test was given on or about the 
twel~th of February. · 
17 
CURRENT EVENTS TEST 
There are four possible answers to aach question. You 
are to write the n~ber found in front of the correct answer, 
in the fil'st column at the right. · 
lst 2nd 
--
Example: The vice president of the United St~tes is ______ __ 
(1) Truman; 
(2) Barkley 
(3) Wallace 
(4) Warren 
The answer. is Barkley, .so you put 2 in the first column 
at the right, 
. In. the sec~nd eol-umn beside each, write the way in which 
you probably learned your answer by putting tbe letter that 
stands for one of the following waysJ 
0 for Conversation not at home 
R for Badia · 
M for Magazine 
s fo'l! School .·· 
.TV . :for Television 
N for Newspaper 
H for Conversation at home 
T.n for Theatre. 
-18 
Name __ =---------~--------- School~·---------------------
WORLD EVENTS 
l. The general killed in Korea due to a jeep 
accident was (l) Collins ( 3) Ma oArthur 
(2) Walker' (4) Ridgway 
2o T.he Suprema Commander ot the Atlantic Pact 
Nations is (l) Bradley (3) Eisenhowe~ 
(2) Symmington ( 4) :Ma oArthur 
3e The famous Stone of Scone was stolen from a 
famous churoh in 
(J.) Ottawa' (3) Paris 
(2) London ( 4} Edinburgh 
4Q T.he- Chinese Nationalists under Chiang Kai Shek 
are locate~ on the island of· (l) Hong Kong · · · {3) Formosa 
(2) Luzon (4) Japan 
5. The leader ot Communist China is (1) Mao Tse-tung (3·) Sun Yat Sen (2) Tsiang (4) T. v.- Soong 
6. Because of a drought last sun:uner that caused a 
famine, the United States is helping (1) Canada (3) France 
(2) Yugoslavia (4) Sweaen 
'1. Before the present war Korea was d1 vided at the 
1st 2nd 
- -
(1) Ya:J,.u River (3) Rorinsammyaku Mts. (2) Han River (4) The 38th parallel of latitude 
8. The president of the United Nations General 
Assembl'Y is . (l) Entezam 
(2) Romulo 
(3) Malik (4) Lie 
9. The CoD'IDtUnis.t leader w~o bas broken relations 
with Russia is {1) Malik (2} V1$hinsky 
(3) Gromyko (4) T1to 
10. The prime minister ot India is ( 1) Nehru { 3) Abdullah ( 2) Gandhi .{...4) Romulo 
11. Troop$·from Communist Red 
United Nation forces in (l) Formosa 
( 2) Manchuria 
Cll.ina are · f'igh ting 
(3) Korea 
{4) Burma. 
12. Peace in Korea has been 
(1) Russians 
s.ought through the · 
·· {3) Atlantic Pact Nations 
(4) Committee of the (2) Americans 
·· United Nations 
13~ The capital of the South Korean Republic is 
· ( 1) Pusan ( 3) Hungnam 
14. 
(2) Wonj~ {4) Seoul 
:Mo.st of the people 
11 ving by ·. . 
(1) Farming (2) Mining 
o£ South Korea make their 
(3) Fishing 
(4) Manufacturing 
15. A war has been going on iri. Vietnam Indo China 
against.the 
{ 1) Malayans ( 3). French 
16 .. 
17. 
(2) Tibetans .{4) Dutch 
The .commander of' 
Korea is 
·(1) Collins 
( 2) Me.eArthur 
the United Nations forces in 
· (3) ·Bradley 
(4) Marshall 
:Many of our casualties in Korea are being 
caused bt . 
(1) Lack of food (3} Lack of proper rest 
(2) Gold weather . (4) Jungle diseases 
18. A volcano that has erupted many times and has 
. recently erupt.ed again is · 
{1) :ru• Vesuvius (3) Mt. Blanc 
( 2) Molia Loa ( 4) Mt.. Etna 
19. Another volcano that has also caused considerable damage 
this past month is located.on the :Leland of 
(1) Be:rmuda ·· · (3) Greenland 
(2) New Guinea (4) Madagascar 
19 
Avalanches that have 
in mountains called 
caused death and destl'Uotion occurred 
(1) Vosges · 
(2) Rooky .· 
{3) Alps 
(4) H:Lmalayas 
20 
21. The new Russian jet fighte~ that has encountered our planes 
over Korea is known as the (l) F-80 (3} B 26 {2) MG-15 (4) A 20 
22. A ODUntry that has resigned from the Food and 
Agricultural Organization of the U.N. is 
(1) Hungary (3} France 
(2) England (4} Norway 
23. The United Nations recentlyby vote took the 
following actions (l) Arming of Germany (3) Peace with Japan 
(2) Branded Red China as Agressor · 
(4} Sent troops to Near East 
24e A large bridge which collapsed while autos were ----- ___ __ 
crossing it, causing death, was in (1} Mexico . (3) Ohio 
(2) Missouri (4) Quebec 
· NATIONAL EVENTS 
25. Christmas weekend broke a 
United States for (1) Buying presents 
(2) Traffic accidents 
record in the 
(3) Carol singing 
(4) Colored lights 
26. Several of the men who have been asking for 
the firing of Dean A~heson as Sec. of State are (l) Businessmen (3) Senators 
(2) Labor leaders {4) Soldiers 
27 .. The United States Secretary of Defense is 
· (1) Eisenhower (3) Wilson (2) Johnson (4) Marshall 
28. The· Director of Defense Mobilization is 
(l) Valentine (3) Charles Wilson (2) Robert Taft (4) Warren Austin 
29. The new commander of the United States 8th Army is (1) Bradley · (3) · Ridgway (2) Collins. ·· (4) Clay · 
30. T.he United States delegate to the U•N• is (l) Austin (3) Wharry (2) Taft (4) Johnston 
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31. This year many more people are to receive (l) Bove~jMent tood (3) Free rent 
(2) Social security (4) Goyt. clothing 
32. For t~e fi~st time since 
is sending an ambassador (l) France · 
1945 the United States ----- ___ __ 
to 
(2) Iran 
(3) Egypt 
(4) Spain 
33. A drive for money that takes place in JanuarJ 
1s for the· (1) Red Cross (3) Community Chest 
(2) MarQh ot Dim~s ( 4) Cancer Fund 
34$ The organizat1on that collects blood for distribution to 
the sick and war casualties is the 
(l) Federal Govt. (3.) Red Cross 
{2) Veterans ot (4) State Govt. 
Fol'eign Wars 
35. Much discusaion ia now going on regarding the 
drafting into the amy of (l) Men 25-31 {3) College man 
(2) Veterans of (4) 18-ye.ar olds 
World War II 
The new United States 
a non stop fligbt to (1) England 
(2) Spain 
airplane bomber B-36 made ________ __ 
(5)· Hawaii 
{4) Korea 
37. Atomio explosions for testing purposes have 
been taking place in the state of 
(1) California (3) South Dakota 
(2) Idaho . (4) Nevada 
38. The lOOth anniversary of Audubon·1s now·being 
celebrated. He is. known for his study of (1) Flowers (3} Forests. 
(2) Animals and birds {4).Stars 
39. In order to help maintain civilian business 
during the war the U.s. govt. on Jan. 26 ordered a 11l'reeze11 
on 
(l} Bank deposits (3) Prices and wages (2) .Food distribution (4) Manufacture of clothing 
40. There is evidence that a large "smuggling ring"--- __ _ 
is operating in the country daa;Ling in 
(1) Cattle (3) Atomic materials 
(2) Diamonds arid gold ~4} Copper 
41. The Congress now in session is known as the 
(1) 80th (3) 82nd (2} 75th (4) 9lst 
42. Over half the money as outlined in President 
Truman's budget will be spent £or· 
(1) New schools . · (5) Military 
(2) New homes {4) De£ense against 
atomic bombs 
·SPORTS .QUESTIONS 
43. A shortstop recently bought by the Red Sox is (1) Guerra · {3) Boudreau 
(2) Scarborough (4) Wight 
44. The winner o£the Rosa Bowl.last New Year's Day was 
(l) Cal1£orn1a . · (3) Michigan 
(2) Miami (4) Kentucky 
45. T.he Tournament o£ Roses took place in 
(l) New Orleans (3) San Francisco 
(2) Dallas (4) Pasadena 
46. A former World Heavyweight Boxing Champion 
still actively boXing is 
(1) Ezzard Charles (3) Joe Walcott 
(2) Joe Louis (4) Lee Oma 
47. A Boston team that has been at the top of its 
league for some time lately. is the 
(1) Bruins · · {3) Celtios 
48. 
(2) Olympio.s (4) Braves 
A college around Boston that bas a newly· 
appointed football coach is 
(1) Harva~ · . (3) Tufts 
(2) Boston University (4) Boston College 
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49. The outstanding sports figures.who play £ootball ail.d base-
ball and who wear number 9 on their un1£orms have the same 
50 .. 
51. 
name o£ (1) Smith 
(2) Quackenbush 
(3) DiMaggio 
(4) Williams 
A £ormer ballplayer -recently elec.tsd to 
baseball's Hall of Fame is (1) Greenberg (3) Foxx (2) Appling (4) Cronin 
Charges of plotting to "throw games" for 
gamblers in New York were brought against players ot (l) Football (3) Baseball {2) Basketball (4) Hockey · 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS 
e 
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are certainly a field of boys' activity, although in this 
test many girls stood well with the boys in the number or-
correct answers. If' the news included. many events involving 
movie stars~ orchestra leaders, and oth$r suoh perfo~ers, the 
writer believes the girls would suffer little, if any, by 
comparison. 
Tabla 1~ Soores.of 198 Sixth Grade Pupils on the 
51 CUrrent Events Questions · 
So ore No •. of No. of Total 
Boys ,. Girls 
4le•u,• 1 0 l 
39 ••••• l 0 l 
38 ••••• 2 0 2 
37 ........ 2 0 2 
36 ••••• 3 0 3 
'35 ••••• 4 0 4 
33 ••.••• 3 0 3 
32 ...... 4, 0 4 
31 ••••• 1 2 3 
30 ••••• 3 3· 6 
29 ••••• 5 1 6 
28 ••••• 2 l 3 
2'7 ..... , l 2 3 
26 ••••• 5 .3 8 
25 ...... 2 2 4 
24 ...... 9 3 12 
. 23 ••• "" 3 6 9 
22 ••••• 8 6 14 
21 ••••• 3 3 6 
20 ••••• 11 4 15 
19 ••••• 5 6 11 
18 ••••• 4 6 10 
17 ..... 3 5 8 
16 ••••• 3 13 16 
15ee••• 3 4 7 
(concluded on neit page) 
Table 1. Scores of 198 Sixth Grade Pupils on tne 
51 CUrrent Events ~estions 
Score No. of No. of Total 
BQ:'LS Girls 
., 
14 ••••• l 6 7 
13 ••• ~. l 3 4 
12 ••••• 0 2 2 
11 ...... 2 3 5 
10 •• " •• 0 3 3 
9 ••••• l 3 4 
a ••••• 2 2 4 
'1 ...... l 3 4 
s ••••• 0 l l 
5 ••••• 0 l l 
4 ...... 0 1 l 
1 ••••• 1 0 l 
Totals 100 98 198 
2. Subject Matter of Questions Answered 
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To answer the question~ what current events do s1xth 
grade Children know, some analysis will be made of the 
questions most frequently answered correctly by the group, as 
shown in Table 2. 
Fifteen of the questions were answered correctly by over 
half of tba group and will be oonsider~d first. Question · 
number one in frequency of answers conoer.ns the Red Cross con-
ducting a blood bank. The Red Cross Bloodmob~le visited the 
comm'\1ni t7 during .January and was fea tu%'4l1d in the we·ekly local 
paper~ besides appearing often in the Boston newspapers and 
some magazines. Even if the bloodmobile had not bean 
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scheduled to coma to the community, the w~iter believes it 
would have stood well up on the list of questions known best. 
It is olearly a question that is close to home: youngsters 
are acquainted with the Retd Cross through Junior Red Cross 
activities .. It is a question within the sphere of sixth grade 
.. 
interest, .and canbe·classed as a domestic or even a local 
event. 
The second question concerns the drafting of eighteen-
yGar olds. No doubt pupils. heard much abaut this through 
conversation, even ·though only .sixteen put conversation 
down as the way they learned it.. Many of them· probably bad 
relatives or neighbor-s who were involved. It is anotber 
question of a domest1o or looal nature. 
Number three oonoerns·tb.e March of Dimes drivt). Since 
·.:rif'ty-tht--ee checked this as haviD.g learned it at school, 
this was probably a· factor. However, it is a wall advertised 
dri,ve through manr media, and it wou.ld have rated high in any 
event. 
Number four is. a foreign question, but one that mpst 
everuone should Jmow who has any ide.a. of current events at 
all. Pupils. are ~ware that a: war ia going on and they should · 
know what coun~ries ara 1nvolv~d. Number five is another 
foreign q~estion, corioel."lling MacArthur being commander of' the 
u. N. :forcas.a Evenbefore the present publicity, :MacArthur 
hs.s been an outstanding figure 1 and it 'is not surprising 
that all bu~ 38 answered this question correctly. 
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Seoul as capital of Korea came sixth~ and there is no 
doubt about the frequency of the appearance of this city in 
ths news.~ 
Question number seven concerns General Walker's death 
in a jeep accident. Thus ~e have four questions in a row 
that concern the war in Koreaq All exbept the one about 
Walker are general questions in that tha1 could have been 
asked in any one ot several months. Frequency of appearance 
or mEtntion o:f an event has a lot to do W1 th it being 
impress~d on the pupil's memorye 
The next question concerns the number of traffic 
$cc1dents in the United States over the ChrisJ;mas and New 
Year holiday period9 This is a domestic question, and is 
w1~1n the spnare of understanding of sixth graders as they 
all ride in automobilea. 
Question nine returns to the Korean war., and concems 
the casualties b~ cold weather~ Pictures of the boys 
retul'ning to local hospitals, however, made the question 
one of domestic interest. It will be classed as a foreign 
question. 
The only sports question that over half the pupils 
knew w~s the one that st~ted that Joe Louis, an ex•ohampion, 
is still boxing. His fight was shown on television at 
about that time which no doubt had mo.ch to do with the 
question rating tenth on the listv Many youngsters as well 
as grownups consider the fights one of the features of 
television. 
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Number eleven concerns the occupation of the people of 
South Korea as· .farming~ another general question on the 
Korean war in that many. articles with pictures since last 
summer have shown the Koreans at work. 
Twelve is the .one abo-q.t the avalanches in the Alps 
oausing death and destruction. It is a question dafini,talJ 
in the .fieid of 1nterest of .the sixth grade and was well 
d1V::l.ded as to the different ways the answer was obtained. 
Number thirteen is another generally well known. the 
38th parallel ~n Korea, which bas been frequently mentioned 
since last June 25, 1950.,. 
Knowledge of General Eisenhower's n~w position as 
Commander in Chief of the Atlantic Pact Nations ranked 
fourteenth. He, ot.; course, is another well known figure 
whose nama has bean continually in the news since the war. 
Last of this group has to do with the 0f~eez1ng" of 
wages and prices. This is something that concerns nearl7 
everyone personally, and one tbat sixth graders wwld hear 
of in many ways. 
Therefore$ wt. of the first fifteen questions in the 
order of frequency of answer, six should be classified as 
domestic questions, of' which one is a sports question; and 
nina as foreign questions, ~1x of which should be more Ol' 
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less common knowledge on everyone's part as they have been 
continuously 1n the news fo~ several monthsv Of the other 
tb~ee, Walker's death, and the avalanohes in the Alps were 
dl'Qinat1cally presented dur!ng th.at period, while the 
casualties by cold weather,. as· it .was presented, was. of 
local interest. 
There was quite a way between question number l5.and 
nUm.ber 16 as to the frequency of' answer,. the former being 
answered correctly lQ5 times and the latter1 as. 
~e next thirteen questions range from 88 to 60, and 
soma analysis of them might show further the sub.ject. matter 
of sixth grade interest. 
~even of the :questions were of foreign topies" and three 
. . 
of these concerned indirectly the Ko~ean war. Six were of a 
domestic nature and included two sports questions. Five of 
the questions ocourred only in January and were AOt of a 
continuing nature" Seven were questions not connected in 
any way with war or defense. 
These were questions wbic;h were answered frequentlJ 
enough to show an interest on the· part of six graders so that 
a teacher might wall use like topics in a ourrent events 
period. 
Topics concerning Formosa, atomic testa, sending food 
to Yugoslavia, stealing of the Stone of Scone and its 
hi~tol'1cal background., collapsing of Quebec bridge, social 
security~ General.:Martiiball, and Tito are all ones that can 
be discussed tb ad•antage·in the sixth grade classroom. 
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Also, questions,conoerning ~ruman's budget, Mt. Etna's 
eruption, war in Indo ... CJ:lina, and Audubon were answered 
freq,uently.enough to warrant their being ~sed as topics in 
some sixth grade clas~rooms where current events seems to be 
a.popular subject. 
The otherquestions wel'e answered less than fifty times 
e.nd<only a sale~t few of.tbese.would.interest a large group 
of ,sixth graders·• · Hungary1 s !"esigning from the U.N. Food 
Organization, Mao1 Nehru, volcano in New Guinea, and a 
B~'*36's-non•stop flight niight be:of interest if presented 
properly. 
Table·2. Fre,quanoy of Correct Answers of 198 Sixth Grade 
Children on: All Quas·tions in Test 
No. of Ques... Substance· 
tion 
34 Red Cross·. conducts blood bank ........... • •••• 
35 · Draft discussion on lS•year olds •••••••••••• 
33, Drive .t'OX' March of Dimas. in Jap.uary ........ " 
ll Communist China fighting.U.N. in Korea •••••• 
16 MacArthur commander· of U.N. in .Korea •••••••• 
13 Seoul is capital of' South Korea-. • .,. •·• ••• u• 
1 General Walker killed in accident in Korea-• 
· 2.$ T~aff'i o accidents b!'oke record over Christmas 
17 Cold weather cause of oa·sualties in Korea ••• 
•6 Joe Louis fo~er Champion still boxing·~··•• 
i4 Most people farm in South Korea •••• •·• .... • ••• 
20 ·Avalanches occurred in.Alps ••••••••••••••••• 
7 Korea was d1 vided s.t_---i<be 38th parallel ...... . 
2 Eisenhower head. of Atlantic Pact Nations •••• 
39 Govarnment.:orde~ed "freeze" on prices & wages 
(concluded on next page) 
No •. 'limes 
Answered 
Correct!~ 
176 
169 
16'7 
163. 
160 
151. 
141 
13'7 
133 
124 
124 
121 
117 
112 
105 
31 
Table· 2. · Frequency of Correct: Answers of' 198 Sixth Grade 
Children on All Questions in Test 
No~ of Ques ... 
tion 
4 
49 
37 
6 
3 
24 
40 
43 
31 
2!7 
12. 
9 
23 
42 
18 
15 
21 
30 
38 
51 
29 
22 
26 
41 
6 
10 
44 
19 
50 
45 
32 
36 
47 
48 
28 
8 
iNo. Times 
Substance Answered 
Correatl:v 
Chinese Nationalist Army on Formosa••••••••• 88 
Williams great name in baseball, football... 88 
Atomic blasts took place in Neyada •••••• ,... 86 
U.s. sending food to Yugoslavia(! •••••••• ,. ··• 76 
Stone of Scone stolen from London••••••••••• 75 
Quebec bridge collapses. causing death ...... " 75 
Smuggling ring in diamonds and gold......... 73 
Boudreau.bougbt,by Red,Sox.................. 73 
More. people·· to. reoei ve social·security, • •. •• 73 
Marsball Secretary·of Defense............... 72 
Peace sought through United Nations......... 72 
Tito a Communist who broke with Russia...... 66 
U·.N •. branded Red. China as ."Agressor" •••• ~~. ~~. 62 
Ov,3r half . Truman t s b~dget fot- mil1 tary •••••• · 59 
Mt. Etna recently e~pted•••••~•••••••••••~• 59 
WQr in Indo China against French •. • ••••••••• 9 57 
New Russian plane is :M.I.G.-15 ••••••••• u••• 55 
u.s. delegate .to U.N. is Austin •• ~~··--•••••• 55 
Audubon known fo~ animal and bird study..... 55 
"Throwing games" chal'ged to basketball 
players .......... ~ ••• ;............................. 55 
New Corr..mander of u.s. 8th Army is Ridgway... 50 
[Hungary resigned !.rom U.N. food organization 48 
Senators ask for firing of Dean Acheson..... 48 
82nd Congress now in session•••••••••••••••• 47 
Mao Tse•tung leader of Communist China...... 46 
Nehru prime ministe~ o~ India••••••••••••••• 42 
MiChigan winner of.Rose.Bowl................ 41 
Volcano in New Guinea caused damage.~~••••••• 38 
Fo~ elected to baseball•s Hall of Fame...... 38 
Tournament of Roses held in Pasadena•••••••• 34 
u.s. now sending ambassador to Spain........ 33 
B~36 made non-stop to England ... ••••••••••••• 32 
Celtics a Boston team leading league........ 31 
Boston College has new football coach •••• ~~·• 31 
Wilson Director of' Defense Mobilization..... 26 
President of U.N. Assembly is Entezam....... 16 
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Foreign .versus l)omes1t1,q Gfte,s.tip.I11h=- The following two 
tables, numbers .3 and 4,are divided into foreign and domestio 
questlons respectively. There a~e 26. l:i.sted as foreign, and 
25 put into the domestic category. There were 2180 correct 
answers to the foreignquestions and 1891 correct answers to 
the domestic questions. T.his is an average of 83.85 correct 
answers for the former ·and 75•65 fo;r the latter9 Renee the 
foreign questions were answered correctly more often than the 
domestic questions by the 198 sixth grade ·pupils. 
The Korean war of course is featured in the news day after 
day, besides being talked of in the scbools and at home. 
Eleven of the foreign questions had to do with this war. 
··Table 3 shows that the first six questions listed in order of 
frequency of answe~ had to do with Korea. If there were no 
war dominating the news,. the possibility is that these results 
might be entirely different. 
There are· a fe-w questions that could be placed in either 
category, such as: B-36 made non•s.to}> flight to England4l It 
was put inthe dOll1e$tic. list,.as it was thought that more 
emphasis was on the plane itself.than on .England in the news 
reports. It will be noted ths.t a11· the· spqrts questions were 
listed with the domestic questions ra;therths.n put in a 
sepaFate category. 
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Tabla 3. Frequency of Correct Answers of 198 Sixth Grade 
Children to the 28 Foreign ~uastions 
No. of 
Ques-
tion 
11 
18 
13 
1 
17 
14 
20 
7. 
2 
4 
6; 
3 
24 
12 
9 
Substance 
Communist China fighting U.N. in Korea••••• 
MacArthur Commander of U.N. in Korea ••••••• 
Seoul is capital of South Korea•••••••••••• 
General Walker killed in accident in Korea 
Cold weather cause of casualties in Korea •• 
Most people farm in South Korea~•••••••••••. 
Avalanches occurt-ed in-Alps•••••••••••••••• 
Korea. was.: divided at 38th parallel.-~ • •• •• •• 
Eisenhower.head,of'Atlantic Fact Nations ••• 
Chinese Nationalist Army on.Formosa •••••••• 
u.s. sending"foc::;d to-Yugoslavia •••••••••••• 
Stone of Scone stolen from London .......... . 
~uebec bridge collapses ct;tus1ng death ...... . 
Peace sought through United Nations •••••••• 
Tito a communist who b~oka with Russia ••••• 
No. Times 
Answered 
Correctly 
163 
160 
151 
141 
133 
124 
121 
117 
112 
88 
76 
75 
75 
72 
66 
U.N. branded Red China as 11Agressor"••••••• 62 
Mt. Etna recently erupted •••••••• ~••••••••• 59 
War in Indo China against FrenCh ••••••••• ~. 57 
·New Russian plane. is M.I.G .... l5 •• •• ·~H•. ...... 55 
23 
18 
15 
21 
29 ·New commander of u.s. 8th Army is Ridgway... 50 
22 
5 
10 
19 
36 
8 
Hungary rasignad·from U.N. food 'organization 48 
Mao Tse-tung le·ader of Connnunist China..... 46 
Nehru prime minister of India•••••~•••••••• 42 
Volcano in New.Guinea caused damage........ 38 
u.s. now sending-ambassador to Spain....... 33 
President of U.N. Assembly is Entezam .. ~ •••• +--.::;;:1_,6 __ 
·. Totala•••••••••••••• 2180 
·Table· 4Ql Frequency of Correct Answers of 198 Sixth Grade 
Children to the 25 Domestic Questions 
34 
No. of' 
Ques-
tion 
Substance 
No. Times 
Answered 
Correctly 
34 Red Cross conducts blood bank••••••••••••~•· l72 
35 Draft discussion of 18-year olds•••••••••••• 169 
33 Drive tor March of Dim~s in JanuarY••••••••• 16? 
25 Traffic accidents broke record over Christma 137 
46 Joe Louis for.mer champion still boxing...... 124 
39. - Government ordered "freeze" on prices & wage: 105 
49 Williams famous name in baseball~ football.. 88 
:37 Atomic blasts took place in Nevada •• •·•...... 86 
40 Smuggling·ring in diamonds and goldu •••••• • '13 
43 Boudreau bought by Red Sox .......... , ••.••• ••. 73 
31 More .people to receive social secu,rity_ ••• ~ •• 73 
27 Marshall Secretary of Defense............... 72. 
42 Over half Truman's budget for military. • .. • • 59 
30 u.s. delegate to U.N. is Aust1n.•u••••••• .. • 55 
38 Audubon known for animal and bird study..... 55 
51 "Throwing games" charged to basketball 
players ........... IJ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• e 56 
26 Senators ask for firing of Dean Acheson ••• ". 48 
41 82nd Congress now in session •••••••••••••• ~. 47 
44 Michi,.gan winner of Rose Bowl................... 41 
50 Foxx elected to baseballfs Hall of Fame..... 38 
45 Tournament of Roses held in Pasadena........ 34 
36 B ... 36 made non-stop flight to England........ 32 
47 Celt1cs a Boston team leading league........ 31 
48 · Boston College has new football coach ••• "... 31 
28 Wilson director of Defense Mobilization •••• , 26 
Total•••••••••••••••• 1891 
35 
guestions that Oqcurred iaJanuar:v: Onlz .... - Current events, 
. ' 
of course, are defined in. many V!f!YS• Cur:ilent thoughts and 
trends are considerea by some as events. Events that occurred 
within several months to a .year are .calla~ current events by 
others. l!owever, one of the .objects of this survey .was to 
' . ' 
consider curxoent events in its narr.ower concept of happenings 
of very recent date ... Therefore; it might be of interest to 
note the questions which occurred just in January, and see 
how they rate·d in pupil kn,owledge,. ~ 11st of these questions 
put. in this category ·is· found in Table 5, which includes 
twenty itemsa 
Only three of these were answered by over half the 
group of 198 children. Eight, including the three, were 
answered by a third of the g:t'oup. The rest range from fifty ... 
nina correct.a~swers down to th~rty-ona. This type of question 
did not fare well <aiQ.ong all the questions. Many of them were 
well down on the list and answered. by about a quarter of the 
group, o:t- less. This woul.d seem t~ indicate that an event 
would have to be mentioned man~ times through all media before 
sixth graders.oould be expected to know.mucb about it. 
Table 5. Frequency of Correct ~nswers of 198 Sixth Grade 
Children to Questions on Events Occurring Only 
in January Not Long Before Test Was Givan 
36 
No. ot 
Ques-
tion 
Substance 
No. Times 
Answered 
Correctly 
1 
20 
39 
37 
3 
24 
40 
43 
42 
18 
General Walker killed in jeep accident •••••• 
AV'alanches occurred in AlPS••••••••••••••·~~· 
Gov 1 t. ordered "fl'eeze 11 on wages and prices 
Atomic blasts took place in Nevada •••••••••• 
Stone of Scone stole~ from London church •••• 
Quebec. bridge cc:>llapses causing death •••• ., •• 
Smuggling. ring. in:diamonds•••••••••••••••••• 
Boudreau. bought, bU. ·aed. Sox ••••••••••••••••• 111 
Over ·half·· Truman's budget for military .... ••• 
Mt. Etna recently.erupteci •••••• ~~ •••••••••••• 
".' 
144 
121 
105 
86 
75 
75 
73 
73 
59 
59 
38 Audubon known for.animal and bird study..... 55 
51 nTb.rowing" .games charged to basketball 
players ..... • • •• · ... 111 ••••••••••• ".............. 55 
29 New commander of u.s~~ 8th Army is Ridgway~~... 50 
22 Hungary resigned .from U.N. Food Organization 48 
44 Michigan winner of Rose Bowl •••• ;............. 41 
19 Volcano in New Guinea caused damage......... 38 
50 Foxx elected to baseball's Hall of· Fame •• •HH> 38 
45 u.s. now sending ambassador to Spa1n •••••• 9. 33 
36 B-36 made non-stop flight to England........ 32 
47 Boston College bas new football coach....... 31 
Ta.ble 6. How 198 Sixth Grade Pupils Believe They Learned 
Correct· Answers to the Questions · 
37 
--Question TV* R No. 
34 ...... 40 .22 
35 •••• ~ 62 57 
·33 ••••• 41 25 
11 ••••• 89 27 
16 ••••• 77 38 
13 ••••• 77 25 
1 ••••• 47 38 
25 ••••• 37 41 
17 ••••• 68 21 
46 ••••• 53 18 
14 ••••• 36 14 
20 ••••• 42 10 
.7 ••••• 50 23 
2 ••••• 32 25 
39 ...... 44 30 
4 ••••• 33 27. 
49 ••••• 23 15 
37 ••••• 29 21 
6:. •••• 20 . 13 
3• ••••. 30 16 
24 ...... 16 . 18 
40 ••••• 39 17 
43 ••••• 13 16 
31 ••••• 18 19 
27 ••••• 26 10 
12 •• ~ •• 40 15 
9 ••••• 16 16 
23 ••••• 27 17 
42 ••••• 22 15 
18••••• 21 11 
* TV, Television 
.· · ·R. Radio 
N, Newspaper 
s, School· 
N .s H Th M 
24 38 16 0 8 
. 26 4 14 0 0 
15 53. 9 l 0 
23. 4 2 l 0 
20 3 4 3 4 
18 16 
-l. 1 3 
·25 6 3 2 2 
19 15" 2 0 l 
16 3 2 l 8 
20 5 1 1. 1 
19 11 3 2 ll 
13 14 1 5 8 
14 .13 2. 1 2 
1Q· ·17 4 4 3 
. 10 6 9 0 Q 
6 ·. .. 8 4 2 6 
14 ... 6 3 0 2 
7 9 8 0 3 
l3 lO 3 2 3 
3 11 3 1 3 
15 2 4 2 1 
8 6 l. 1 2 
24 6 4 0 1 
a 8 10 0 4 
6 4 6 0 2 
5 2 2 0 .3 
5 a. 0 3 7 
6 2 l l l 
5 ·5 2 1 l 
l 17 1 0 1 
(concluded on next page) 
H, Home conversation 
Th, Theatre 
. M, Magazine . 
c, Conversation. 
c 
7 
2 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
3 
4 
4 
1 
1 
3 
l 
7 
3 -
3 
1 
5 
3 
1 
0 
2 
0 
l 
2 
0 
1 
Table 6. How 198 Sixth Grade.Pupils Believe They Learned 
Correct Answers to the Questions 
Question TV-:· R N s H Th rv.r c No. 
15 ••••• 32 9 6 0 0 l 0 3 
21 ••••• 23 7 3 6 0 0 5 1 
30 ••••• 39 15 3 5 l 2 2 2 
38 ...... ·a 5 5 15 3 0 8 2 
51 ••••• 22 11 9 0 2 1 0 3 
. 29 ••••• 18 15 •3 2 2 0 2 0 
22 ••••• 16 13 6 3 1 l 0 2 
26 ...... 18 7 4 3 l 0 3 1 
41 ••• ~. 18 8 4 I 4 2 0 4 2 
5 ...... 16 9 6 4 1 0 1 l 
·1o ••••• 13 11 5 i 2 2 0 3 0 
44 ••••• 13 11 7 1 0 1 0 2 
19 ••••• 13 9 6 i 3 2 0 l 2 
so ••••• 9 8 5 l 0 1 2 5 
45 ••••• 8 4 5 2 1 0 4 0 
32 ...... 10 8 3 1 0 2 1 1 
.. 
36 •• 11 •• 12 6 lO 3 l 0 .2 1 
47 ••••• a .4 1 ; 2 l ·o 1 5 
. 48 ...... .s 6 8 ( 2 0 l l 0 5 I 28 ••••• 7 7 0 .. 1 0 0 1 1 
·8 ••••• 6 2 0 0 0 .o 1 2 
Totals 1481 836 509 272 145 45 73 103 
There were 3464 correct ?lnSWei"s that Were checked as 
having bean laarne.d by one of the m~dia in the above table. 
On the basis of figures in this table 43% of the answers 
were obtained through TV; 24% by radio; 15% through news-
paper; a% in school: 4% at.homa; 1% from movies; 2% through 
magazines; and 3% from conversation in general. 
38 
39 
3. Sources of Pupils.' Knowledge 
Television.-· As was somewhat expected, television was 
the leading medium by which the pup~ls obtained their answers 
·in the test. The State Planning Board reports there is a 
larger proportion of people owning television sets around 
Boston than in any other citY. in the whole country. !7 . . . . 
. The March Nesdec ~ reports·a survey·made of tale• 
vision activity of fifth grade pupils in Concord, Massachu-
setts showing the following results: (l) 44%have sets in 
their homes; (2} 94% oan view TV dail:V at home, at a neigh• 
borts, or at a relative's; (3) 54% watch TV evexay day in the 
week; (4) these fifth grade children watch TV an average of 
.. 
a.a hours per day in.a five-day school week; (5) they view 
. . ' . - . 
TV' an average o.f 21.67 hours per seven-day week, oxa 3.09 
hours daily computed.over s..seven•day week. These results 
would be similar in any loca ti.on around greater B()ston. 
From the pupils who took tbi,s test 11 1 t is obvious that. 
about'ninety par cent have telev~sion sets or have opportuni.-
t~es to listen to and see them frequently. 
One of the teachers who gave the test st~tad that onl'3' 
three in her classroom of thirty said they did not have 
television sets. 
There is no telling, at present, what part television 
plays, or will play, in a youngster's life. It is probably 
lJNaw Engiand School Development Council, (March 1951), 
V'olum.e IV, Number. 3 •. 
still a novelty to many, and it will be soma years before it 
becomes commonplace enough to reveal an accurate estimate as 
to its influence. 
It no doubt played a part in the success of this test. 
On the other band, there were some rather high scores made 
by pupils who did not get a single answel' as a result ot 
televisicm. .A.lso, there were several who see television 
often, but did not do well on the test, shoWing tha.t it is 
just another device and not· .. the. answer to teaching current 
events in the formof news.to intermediate grade children. 
Future.surveys and studies of this new entertainment 
will undoubtedly reveal its capabilities and drawbacks. 
Table ~. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learnad·Tbr6ug~ 'Television 
Ques-~ tion 
No. 
1 6 
: ij ' '' I ; ; ' 
I i ; 
Substance 
:Learn~ 
ad by 
T.V • 
11 Communist China fighting ·u.N. ·in Korea. ••••.•• ••~t 89 
16 MacArthur commander of U.N. in Korea........... 77 
13 Seoul.aa.pita.l of South Korea••••••••••••••••••• 77 
17 Cold weather cause of casualties in Korea...... 68 
35. Draft discussion on l8•year olds••••••••••••••• 62 
46 Joe Louis former champion still boxing •• e •••.•• • 53 
7 Korea was divided at 38th parallel.............. 50 
1 General Walker killed in accident in Korea..... 47 
39 Government ordered 11freeze" on prices and wages 44 
20 Avalanches occurred in Alps••••••••••e••••••••• 42 
33 Drive for March o£ Dimes in January .... 41 •••••• "• 41 
34 Red Cross conducts bloodbank•••••••••••••••••• 40 
12 Peace sought through U.N....................... · 40 
40 Smuggling ring in diamonds and gold•••••••••••• 39 
30. u.s. delegate ~o U.N. is Austin•••••••••••••••• 39 
{concluded on next page) 
Table 7. ·Number :of Correct Answers the· 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learned Through Television 
~as­
tian 
.No, 
25 
14 
4 
2 
15 
3 
'37 
23 
27 
49 
21 
42 
51 
18 
6 
31 
29 
26 
41 
24 
9 
'22 
5 
43 
10 
44 
19 
36 
32 
50 
45 
47 
28 
38 
48 
8 
Substance 
Traffic accidents broke record ovett' Christmas ••• 
Most people farm in Koreau, • • ...... • • a. •. •. • • •, •" 
Chinese Nationalist Army.on Formosa ............. . 
Eisenhower.head of Atlantic Pact N~~ions•••••••a 
War in Indo•Cl:lina againstFrench •• , •••••• , •••••• 
Stone of Scone stolen from London••••••••••••••• 
Atomic blasts tookplaoe in Nevada•••••••·•••.a•• 
U.N. branded Red· China:·as "Agressor" •••• • ••••• •• 
IVlB._rsball Sa ere tary. of': Defense •. • • • • • • • •• • • • • •.• • • 
Williams·greatcname_ in baseball and football •••• 
New Russian-plane. is MIG-15 •••••••••••••••••••• <;1 
Over half' Truman's budget :for mil1tary ...... eo•• 
"Throwingn games charged tobasketball players •• 
Mt. Etna recently erupted ••• IU .............. 4tG ~ •• 
u.s. sending :rood toYugoslavia••••••••••••••••• 
More people to receive social security .......... . 
New commander of U ,.s. Sth Army is Ridgway9 ... u ~ 
Senators ask firing of Dean Acheson••••••••••••• 
82nd Congress now i.n session •• • ••••••••••• •. • •:. • Quebec -bridge collapses oausirig death••••••••••• 
Tito.a communist-who broke with.Russia •• ~··••••• 
Hungary resigned from U.N. food organization •••• 
Mao Tse•tung leader of Communist China •••••••• ;.. 
Boudreau bought by :R~d Sox ..... ~.·-~ .............. • 
Nehru prime minister ofind1a ...... ;. ••••••••••••• 
Michigan winner of' -Rose Bowl ...................... . 
Volcano in New Guinea caused damage •• • .... " .... c;l• 
B-36 mada non-stop to England••••••••••••••••••• 
u.s. now sending ambassador to Spain ••• ~ •••••••• 
Foxx elected tobaseball 1 s Hall of Fame ••••••••• 
'rournament of Roses held in Pasadena ••••••••• '"•. 
Celt1cs a :Boston team leading league •• • ••• ·• ••••• 
Wilson Director of De:f'ense Mobilization ••••••••• 
Audubon known :f'oranimal and bird study ••••••••• 
Boston College has new ·':f'ootball coach. • •. •. • • • • • 
President of U.N. Assembly Entezam•••••••••••••• 
41 
. -Learn-
ed by T.v. 
3'7 
36 
33 
32 
32 
30 
29 
27 
26 
23 
-23 
22 
22 
21 
20 
18 
18 
18 
18 
16 
16 
16 
16 
13 
13 
13 
13 
12 
10 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
42 
11a,dio ... - As shown in Table 8, radio was sa cond to tela-' · 
vision as the way in Which. the children learned their news, 
and is still very muan a facto~ in their activities. Tela• 
vision was checked 1481 times, or 43~, to 836 times, or 24%, 
for radio" Four questions had more checks for radio than f'ot-
telev1sion, and four others were equal" 
Every pupil who scored reasons at all, (and all but four 
did) had received information through the radio" From the 
children it w~s ~ound that many have their own radios in 
their rooms" It is safe to say that practically one hundred 
per cent of those taking the test listen to the radio. 
Many listen to the news as it follows Children's 
programs between five thirty and six o'oloc~ in the afternoon. 
The boys llhO listen to apol'ts news and events hear the regular 
news as it precedes or directly follows these bpoadcasts. T.he 
listening to the news is casual and not intentionally done, 
whiCh ~s true also of youngsters much oldar1 as the w~iter 
has learned in working with.them. 
However, the radio is still very much of a factor in 
the lives of children of the sixth grade. 
Tabla 8. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Laarned.Through Radio 
Ques-
tion 
No~ 
35 
25 
16 
l 
39 
ll 
4 
33 
13 
2 
7 
34 
17 
37 
31 
24 
46 
40 
23 
12 
9 
3 
43 
42 
·49 
29 
30 
14 
6 
22 
18 
51 
10 
44 
20 
Substance 
Draft discussion on 18-y~ar olds•••••••••••••a• 
Traffic accidents broke record over Christmas •• 
MacArthur Commander of U.N. in Korea••••••••••• 
General Walker killed in accident in Korea ••••• 
Gov't• ordered 0 freeze 0 on prices and wages •••• 
Communist .China .fighting U.N. in Korea ........ .,... 
Chinese Nationalist Ar.my in Formosa •••• ~ •• q•••• 
Drive for March of Dimes in January •••••••••••• 
Seoul is capital of South Korea •••••••••••••••• 
Eisenhower head of Atlantic Pact Nations ••••••• 
Korea was divided at 38th parallel••••••••••••• 
Red Cross condusts blood bank•••••••••••••••••• 
Cold weather cause of casualties in Korea •••••• 
Atomic blasts took place in Nevada ............. . 
More people to recai ve social· seouri ty ••••• " ••• 
Quebec bridge collapses causing death•u• ••••fu 
Joe.Louis for.mer champion still boxinge••••a••• 
Smuggling ring in diamonds and gold•••••••••••• 
U.N. bl'anded Red China as "Agressor" •• u ....... . 
Peace sought through U.N•··••••••••••••••·••••• 
Tito a Communist who broke with Russia •••••• (f •• 
Stone of Scone stolen from London•••••••••••••• 
Boudreau bought by Red Sox••••••••••••••••••••• 
Over half Truman's budget fo.r military ••••••••• 
Williams great name in baseball and football ••• 
New commander o.f u.s. 8th Army is Ridgway •••••• 
u.s. delegate to U .. N. is Austin••••••••••••~~••• 
Most people fa~ in Korea•••••••••••••••••••••• 
u.s. sending food to Yugoslavia•••••••••••••••• 
Hungary resigned from U,N. food Qrganization ••• 
Mta Etna recently erupted••••••••••••••••••••11• 
"Throwing" games charged to basketball players 
Nehru prime minister of Ind1a•••·••••••e••••••• 
Michigan winner of ·Rose Bowl ••••••••••••••••••• 
Avalanches occurred in AlPS•••••••••••••••••••• 
(concluded on next page) 
43 
r-r;earn ... 
ad by 
Radio 
57 
41 
38 
38 
30 
27 
27 
25 
25 
25 
23 
22 
21 
21 
19 
18 
18 
17 
17 
16 
16 
16 
16 
15 
15 
15 
16 
14 
13 
13 
11 
11 
ll 
ll 
10 
Table 8, Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth GI'ade 
Children Learned Through Radio 
44 
.~as- Learn-
tion Substance ad b.y 
No. Radi'o ----~~~----------._~~~-------.--~---------------+~~---
27 
15. 
5 
19 
41 
50 
32 
21 
26 
28 
36 
. 48 
38 
45 
47 
8 
Marshall Secretary of Defense~··••••••••••••••• 
War in Indo-China against French••••••••••••••• 
Mao Tse-tung leader of Communist China•••••••e• 
Volcano in New Guinea caused damage •••••••••••• 
82nd Congress now in session •• , •••• , ••••••••••• 
Foxx elected to baseball's Hall of Fame•••••••• 
u.s. now sanding ambassador to Spain ........... . 
New Russian plane is MI~l5 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Sana tolls ask firing of Dean Acheson ............ ~ 
Wilson Director of Defense Mobilization •••••••• 
IB-36. made non-sto.p td-.Eng.lan.d,.: ................ . Boston College has new football coaCh•••••·•••e Audubon known· for animal and bird studY•••••••• 
'
Tournament of Roses held in Pasadena••••••••••• 
Caltics $ Boston team leading league••••••••••• 
President of U.N. Assembly Entezam••••••••••••• 
10 
9 
.9 
9 
8 
a 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
2 
Newspaper.-- The newspaper. which rated third as a way 
in which the children learned their news, was recorded 509 . 
times, or 15%. It'shows that sixth graders are reading the 
papers more than is generally supposed. Some of the children 
may have considered the pupil's newspaper received at school, 
but the writer did not find any among several asked, and 1t 
ia safe to conclude that most of those who checked newspaper 
read a morning or evening paper at home. The pupils in 
'• 
general observe the headlines and read the sports news and · 
comics.· 
45 
Ot all those who answered over half the questions, only 
tour had no answers acquired by new~paper. Most of this group 
reqorded newspaper many· times •. Among those who did not answer 
half the quast1or1s correctly, there ware few who listed the 
newspaper more than once or twice, and a majority did not 
list it at all. One exception was a girl whose mother worked 
for a Boston paper and she got most of her answers by reading 
the newspapers every day. She had 21 correct. 
Table 9. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children·Learned Through the Newspaper 
Q.ues• 
tion 
No. 
35 
l 
34 
43 
ll 
46 
16 
25 
14 
13 
2 
17 
33 
24 
7 
49 
20 
6 
39 36. 
Learn• 
Substance ed by 
News-
paper 
Draft discussion on 18-year olds. u. ••. H ..... •. 26 
General Walker killed in accident in Korea..... 25 
Red Cross conducts blood bank................... 24 
Boudreau bought by Red sox..................... 24 
Communist China fighting U.N. in Korea......... 23 
Joe Louis former champion still boxing••••••••• 20 
MacArthur commander of U.N. in Korea........... 20 
Traffic accidents broke record over Christmas.. 19 
Most people farm 1n South Korea•••••••••••••••• 19 
Seoul is capital of South Korea................. 18 
Eisenhower head of Atlantic Pact Nations........ 16 
Cold weather cause of casualties in Korea...... 16 
Drive for March of Dimes 1n January •• u ...... •. 15 Quebec bridge collapses causing death.......... 15 
Korea was divided at 38th parallel............. 14 
Williams great name in baseball and football... 14 
Avalanches occuri"ad in Alps•••••••••••••••••••• 13 
u.s. sending food to Yugoslavia•••••••••••••••• 13 
Gov't. ordered "freeze" on prices and wages.... 10 
B•36 made non-stop flight to England••••••••••• 10 
(concluded ot: ..next page) 
Table 9. Number of Correct Answers· the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learned Through the Newspaper 
~es-
tion Substance 
No. 
51 °Thr0\ving" games .charged to basketball players 
31 More people to receive social securityH•••u•• 
48 Boston College has new football coaehn ..... u. 
40 Smu.gglingring in: diamonds and gold •••••••••••• 
44 Michigan winner of Rose Bowl••••••••••••••••••• 
37 Atomic blasts took place in Nevada .. u ... u •• •• 
4? Celtics a Boston team leading league ••••••••••• 
4 Ghinese Nationalist <Army. in Formosa •••• • ••••••• 
27 :Marshall Secretary of. Defense •••••••• "' • •• ~ ••• •• 
23 U.1T. branded Red China as ttAgressor"·•••••••••• 
15 War in Indo-China against French••••••••••••••• 
22 Hungary resigned from U.N •. food organization ••• 
5 Mao Tse•tung leader of Communist China ••••••••• 
19 Volcano in New Guinea cau·sed damage •••••••••• •• 
12 Peace sought.through U.N••••••••••••••"••••*••• 
9 Tito a Co:mmunist who broke with Russia ••••••••• 
42 Over half Truman's budget for militarYee••••tt•• 
38 Audubon known for animal and bird studY•••••••• 
10 Nehru prime minister of India•••••••••••••e•••• 
50 Foxx elected to baseball's Hall of Fame .... e·uw 
45 Tournament of Roses held in Pasadena••••••••ct•• 
46 
Learn-
ed by 
News ... 
pa,par 
9. 
8 
8 
8 
7 
? 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Those having less than five are not considered indicative 
enough of anything to be recorded as part of this table. 
School.~- The school rated fourth among the list of eight 
choices, there baing 272 answers recorded as lea~nad fpom this 
source, or a%. No doubt this would depend on how the individ• 
ual teachers handled the current events in their particular 
classroom. 
47 
As will be noted in Tabl~ 10, 53 learned their answer 
to the question concerning the March. of Dimes drive in 
January, through the schools. T.he Red Cross blood bank was 
sec.ond with 38 learning their answers in this way. The next 
nine ranging from 17 down to 11~ ware: Eisenhower head of 
Atlantic Pact Nations; Eruption of Mn. Etna; Seoul capital of 
Korea; Traffic accident record over Christmas; Audubon known 
for animal and bird study; Avalanches occurred in Alps; 
Korea divided at 38thpara1lel;.Most people farm in Korea; 
. " 
and Stone of Scone·· stolen from London. 
These all appear to.be the type of topics that might 
·be discussed with children and it does not seem surprising 
that these st()od high among the questions, the knowledge of 
which was learned at school. 
Table 10. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learned Through School. 
Ques-
tion 
No. 
33 
34 
2 
18 
13 
25 
38 
20 
7 
14 
Substance 
Drive for March of Dimes in JanuarY•••••••••••• 
Red Cross conducts blood bank•••••••••••••••••• 
Eisenhower head of Atlantic Pact Nations ••••••• 
Mt. Etna recently erupted•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Seoul is capital of South Korea., •••••••• •• ••••• 
Traffic accidents broke records over Christmas 
Audubon known for animal and bird study •••••••• 
Avalanches occurred in Alps .............. .; •••• aew 
Korea was divided at 38th parallel •••••••• e•••• 
Most people farm in South Korea•••••••••••••••• 
(concluded on next page) 
I Learn-
ed at 
School 
53 
38 
17 
17 
16 
15 
15 
14 
13 
11 
Table 10. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learned Through School 
. \ 
Quas• 
tion Subst.anoe 
Noe 
3 Stone of Scone stolen from Londone••••••••••••• 
6 u.s. sending .food to Yugoslavia •••••••••••••••• 
37 Atomic blasts took place in Nevada ........ H •••• 
4 Chinese Nationalist Army on Formosa •••••••••.••• 
31 More people to receive social securitY••••••••• 
9 Tito a Communist who broke with Russia •••• ~ •••• 
l General Walker killed in accident in Korea ••••• 
39 Gov't. ordered "freeze" on prices and wages •••• 
49 Williams great name in baseball and football ••• 
40 Smuggling ring in diamonds and,gold••••••••••••. 
43 Boudreau bought by. Red· Sox ••••••••.•• ~ •••••••• •.,. 
21 New Russian plane· is. MIC--15 •••••••••••••••••••• 
46 Joe Louis formal' champion still boxing ••••••••• 
42 Over half Truman's budget for military ••••••••• 
30 u.s. delegate to U.N. is Austin.~H••••••••••·••• 
48 
Learn-
ed at 
School 
ll 
lO 
9 
8 
8 
8 
6 
6 
6 
s· 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
The remaining questions were checked less than five times 
whioh is too few to be indicative of any conclusions. 
Home Conversa tion.-• The other four ways of learning 
questions were far behind. the first four as a way of learning' 
news. Home conversation was the only one of these which made 
any kind of a showing~ with 145 recordings, or 4%. 
The following topics are apparently discussed most 
generally at home, as shown in Table 11:. Red Cross conducts 
blood bank; Draft discussion on 18-year olds; More people to 
receive social security; March of Dimes drive; and Gove~ent 
ordered "freeze" on prices and wages. There does not appear 
to be anything unusual in the fact that these are the topics 
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among the questions listed that would most likely be mentioned ·· 
at the home dinner table. 
Table 11. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learned Throu'gh Conversation at Home 
(:lues ... 
tion Subs tanoe · · , 
No. 
34 Red Cross conducts blood bank •• ~··•"•••••••••• 
35 Draft discussion on 18-year olds ... u •• ••• •• •• 
31 More people to receive social securitY•••••••• 
33 Dr;i.V'e for March of Dimes in January. eo. • u. • •• 
39 Gov•t. ordered "freeze" on prices and wages ••• 
37 Atomic blasts took place in Nevada •••. u •••••• • 
27 Marshal).· Secretary of Defense ............... ., ••• • 
16 MacArthur commander of·u.N. in Korea., •••••••• 
2 Eisenhower head of Atlantic Pact Nations •••••• 
4 Chinese Nationalist Arm"$ in Formosa ........... . 
24 Quebec bridge co-llapses causing death ......... . 
43 Boudreau bought by Red Sox .... •• •••••••• , •••• -.,. 
Learned 
Through 
Conver-
sation 
at Home 
16 
14 
lO 
9 
9 
8 
.6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
The remaining questions were checked three times or less, 
Which is too few .tO ba indicative of any. conclusions. 
Movies.•• The movies·~ as shown by Table 12, have little 
place in thepupils' lives as far as learning the news. 
They were listed only 45 times, or 1%. The main features 
apparently make such an impression that minor features are 
almost· completely forgotten. The writer did not have the 
movies listed originally. but it was called to the pupils' 
attention that they might put ~ down after any question 
they had learned in. that way.r One school was not contacted, 
but from the number of recordings for the theatre, out of 
another sixty. it is very doubtful if the result muld have 
changed much. 
Tabla 12. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learned Through the Movies 
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Ques-
tion Substance 
No. 
:Learned 
Through 
Movies 
20 Avalanches occurred in Alps••••••••••••••••••• 
2 Eisenhower head of Atlantic Pact Nations •••••• · 
16 . MacArthur commander of U.N. forces in KoreaH. 
9 Tito a Communist who broke with Russia •••••••• 
5 
4 
3 
3 
'Ihe remaining questions were checked two times or less, 
which 1s too few to be indicativa of any conclusions. 
Magazines.-... The number o:f times questions were learned 
by magazine totals 73, or 2%~ Because· o:f the small number of 
responses, the writer did not make a detailed study of the 
magazine activit,.. Several of the questions •. such as: Most 
people farm in Korea; Cold weather causa of casualties in 
Korea; Avalanohes occurred in Alps; Audubon ·knpwn :for bird 
study; Tito a Communist who broke with Russia; Chinese 
Nationalist Army on Formosa; and 82nd Congress in session. 
all were featured in Life Mag~z1ne during that period. Tb.ere 
were only tour other questions beside these listed four or 
more times as learned by magazine. It would appear that 
probably many o:f the magazine answers were acquired from Life 
Magazine. This magazine is ~::-ried in most doctor's offices, 
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dentist of.fiaes, and the barber shop, and children do like to 
look at p1ctu~s • 
. Table 13. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learned Through Magazines 
Q,ues• 
tion 
No. 
14 
34 
17 
20 
38 
9 
4 
21 
16 
41 
31 
45 
, . 
-
. I trrt 
Substance 
Most people farm in South Korea ••• ~ ......... . 
Red Cross conducts blood bank ••••••••••. •. 11 ••• 
Cold weather cause- of casualties in Korea •••• 
Avalanches occurred 'in Alps•••••••••••••••••• 
Audubon known for animal and bird study •••••• 
Tito a Communist who broke with Russia ••••••• 
Chinese Nationalist Army on Formosa •••••••••• 
New Russian plane is MIQ.l5 •••••••••••••• ~ ••• 
MacArthur commander of U.N. in Korea ••••••••• 
82nd Congress now in session ••••• ~••••••••••• 
More people to receive social security ........ . 
Tournament of Roses held in Pasadena ••••••••• 
Learned 
by lVIaga ... 
zine 
11 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Eight other questions were learned by magazine 3 times, 
the rest having less than that,. and are not indicative or any 
conclusions. 
conversation.•..o As .for conversation .in general,. it was 
recorded 103 times, or 3_%. Of the nine questions,. as shown 
in Table .14, which were learned from this source four or more 
times,. four were sports questions, and two of these q~estions 
concerning. the. C~ltics and the new football coach at Boston 
College were third and fourth .from the last in the number of 
times they were answered correctly out of all 51 questions• 
Tabla 14. Number of Correct Answers the 198 Sixth Grade 
Children Learned Through Conversation in General 
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Ques-
tion 
No. 
--mrned 
Substance Through 
Conver-
sation ----~~----------------------------~~-----------------+~~~--
34 Red Cross conducts blood bank.~.~•••••••••••• 7 
49 Williams gre~t name in baseball and football 7 
33 Drive forMarch of Dimes in·JanuarY•••••••••• 5 
24 ~uabec bridge collapses causing death........ 5 
50 Foxx elected to baseball's Hall of Fame...... 5 
47 del tics a ·Boston team leading league, ...... •, 5 
48 Boston Collage has new footba~l coach........ 5 
14 Most people farm in South Korea.............. 4 
20 Avalanches occurred in Alps. • •• •• •••••••••• •. 4 
Seven other quastio:p.s ware learned through conversation 
three times~ the rest having two o:ro lass. Many had only zero. 
These are not listed as they are not indicativa of any con-
elusions. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY .ANI) CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
This was a study to detel"'lline what current events sixth 
grade children know, and "through what media they are getting 
their knowledge. Comment on suggested subject matter for the 
intermediate grades is contained in the review of l~teratura, 
Chapter II, along with material from several theses wherein 
similar surveys.were made, but with different objectives. 
One' of the main objectives of. this survey was to give a 
current events test in which the events were as recent as 
possible and still fresh in the ahildren 1 s mip.ds$ Subject 
matter for this test was taken from events and personalities 
featured in the news during .January 1951. News_papers and -
selected news magazines were read, and radio news :i-eports 
. I . 
were heard several times daily, with the result that 51 
' questions were determined wor·th')' of being classed as out-
standing enough to t:>e known by people in general. 
Also selected were eight possible ways in whiCh sixth 
graders obtain their knowledge of the news. T.bese were: 
television, radio, newspaper, magazine, school, movies, con-
versation in general, and conversation at home. After the 
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child had selecteQ.·the~:tght answer :from a.multiple choice 
of four, and put :tt in the first columri. after the question, he 
was also to indicate the way in whiCh he believed he learned 
his answer by putting an initial in a second column, such as, 
TV for television, or R fol" radio, eto .• 
After the test of 51 questions was made up, it was 
delivered by the writer to the pl'incipals of the three elemen-
tary schools in Reading., Massachusetts with full instructions 
· for administering it to the approximately 230 sixth grade 
pupils. It was also given to a few sixth grade pupils at a 
private school. Due to heavy absences at the time the number 
who took the test was 198. 
Through splendid cooperation the test·was given on or 
about February 12, or within t.wo weeks from the end of January. 
2 ... Conclusions 
1. Sixth grade children in general have little knowledge 
of outstanding national .and world events, since only 
four of the 198 children·got 75 per cant or more 
correct. Tb.e writer believes that most of the ·test 
i tams would be ·common kriowledga of oi t1zens in 
general. 
2. A few si~th grade children have a fair knowledge of 
current facts as is evidenced by the fact that 29 
of the 198 ohilti'rengot SOpex- oent or mora correct. 
3. Boys have a better knowledge of current events than 
the girls; since. th·e median score of the 100 boys 
who took the test was .23.4, and the median score of 
the 98 girls was 17.7. 
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4. Sixth gr~de children know much more about events and 
personalities that have been. featu:tted over several 
weeks in the news; rathe.r tban any single outstand-
ing e.vent or occu:ttrenoe~ Table 5 has a list of 
questions that occurred only iri January, and only 
three of the questioJ:?.s were answered correctly by 
over half of the 198 children who took the test. 
5. Television is a major factor in theway'sixth grade 
children learn their ·news, as is evidenced by the fact 
that 43% of the correct answers were obtained in this 
.way. Radio was second with·24%, newspaper third with 
15%,· and a% of the answer~ wers learned at sChool, and 
they, too, must be considered important ways of learn• 
ing the daily news. 
6. Magazines and movies.are neglig~ble factors in the way 
news is learned by sixthgtaade children. Only two 
per cent of the correct answers was learned through 
magazines,, and one pe:r cent from the ~ovies. 
7. Conversation in general and conversation at home are 
small factors in the way sixth grade children learn 
of news events. Three per cent of. the correct answers 
were learned through conversation in general, and four 
per cent from conversation at home. Adding the two 
together would make saven per cent, so it might·ba 
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added that conversation is a factor. 
Opinion is general that no one can become a good citizen 
in a democracy such as ours unless he knows sometning about 
current affairs. It is also felt that the school should 
play a large part in this development, and that a program 
· . toward this and should be started in the intermediate grades. 
Evidence. from the literature shows that there is, in 
geneval, no real current events program in the schools at the 
present ti~e. The most prevalent is a period set aside once 
a week for the noting of current events. Many of those in-
terested in more current events study, advocate a definite 
·relationship of events with the program of study, particularly 
the social studies. 
'!he survey of this cross section of pupils indicates that 
many are picking up events in a casual manner, and, due to . 
repetition of various events, they are being learned by those 
who have a natural interest ;l.n the subject. That they are 
being laa~ed at all shows a field of interest to be developed. 
With the knowledge that sixth grade children are using 
the various media for entertainment, such as television and 
rad;l.o, there are real challenges for the schools. One. is to 
develop and encourage their proper use, and another is to 
supplement their use in the laarn~ng of current events to the 
end that a better informed citizen is more readily able to 
take a useful and constructive place in our democracy. 
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